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Mediation Report: NATURAL HAZARDS 
 
To: Independent Hearings Panel – Christchurch Replacement Plan 
From: John Mills, Environment Commissioner – Mediator 
 
This is a record of mediation outcome held for this topic. It is prepared in accordance with Clause 10(4)) of 
Schedule 3 to the Canterbury Earthquake (Christchurch Replacement District Plan) Order 2014.  
 
The agenda for the mediation sessions was organised according to the following Stage 3 Natural Hazards 
Chapter topics: 
 
Flood Ponding Management Areas 

(i) Activity status of subdivision and new buildings  
(ii) Site specific amendments sought 

 
High Flood Hazard Management Areas 

(i) Activity status for subdivision and new buildings  
(ii) Site specific amendments sought 

 
Floor Level and Fill Management Areas 

(i) Stage 1 provisions amendments 
(ii) Site specific amendments sought 

 
Waimakariri Floor Level and Fill Management Areas  

(i) Provisions for filling, excavation, and buildings  
 
Te Waihora / Lake Ellesmere and Te Wairewa / Lake Forsyth Flood Level and Fill Management Areas  

(i) Provisions applying to activities in this area  
(ii) Site specific amendments 

 
   

Summary of Matters the Panel will be required to determine as identified at the Mediation:  
 
- Whether or not building in the High Flood Management Area should be a non -complying 

activity, or controlled or discretionary.  
- Whether the Stage one text should be amended to allow for the exemption of developments 

from the FMA controls where a building consent has been lodged prior to the FMA controls 
becoming operative. 

 

 
While the agenda was set according to these topics, some submitters were affected by multiple topics and 
all issues for each submitter were generally dealt with at the same time.   This report therefore addresses 
each submitter in the order that they appeared, focusing on their submission points.  
 
 
- Session 1:  Warren Lewis, Andrew Tisch, Julian Odering and Ray Edwards (#3954, Cashmere Fields, 

#3306, Cashmere Park Trust)  
 
This session covered off this submitter’s submission point.  
 
Attendees: Ruth Evans, Sophie Meares, Iris Brookland, Graham Harrington, Greg Whyte and Peter 

Christensen (#2123, CCC), Wendy Saunders and Frances Lojkine (#3721, Crown), Warren 
Lewis, Andrew Tisch, Julian Odering and Ray Edwards (#3954, Cashmere Fields, #3306, 
Cashmere Park Trust, #3553, Julian Odering), Hugo Kristinsson and Dagny Emma 
Magnusdottir (#1698, South Brighton Residents Association).  

 
Ms. Evans opened by stating that there is an updated rules package.  Not all submitters had seen and 
digested this.  
 
The Cashmere Fields and Cashmere Park Trust will provide the data that they hold about the Philpotts 
Road land, including the contour lines on the hazard maps, to the Council.  Ms. Brookland will review this 
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and update the maps accordingly if necessary.  Modelling is still to be done for the Cashmere Fields 
property – this will be provided to the Council when it is complete.  
 
The submitter would like an Outline Development Plan (ODP) for the Cashmere Fields area that reflects 
the work done in PC1 and PC48.  An ODP would address the enti re site, and would have requirements for 
managing stormwater on that land.  This should be left flexible enough to allow for the changes in flood 
levels, acknowledging that further surveying and flood modelling is necessary.  This is a separate 
process/topic to this session, and will be left for Sarah Oliver Council planner to deal with. 
 
The submitter showed Ms. Evans the map of the site demonstrating their survey data, which would be 
provided to the Council to update the Proposed Plan maps.   Input parameters from the Council have been 
received, and will use to update the specific sites.  It was agreed that the Cashmere Fields submitters 
would meet with the Council before they write evidence to address this.  
 
The submitter believed that new buildings in high flood hazard areas should be a restricted discretionary 
activity with assessment matters, not non-complying.  As it is zoned for a residential purpose, they believe 
doesn’t make sense to make this a non-complying activity.  Ms. Evans stated that this has come down 
from the strong policy direction from Environment Canterbury, and Council are still working through this.  
The Crown noted that they support the Council’s approach/proposal.  
 
The submitter noted that compensation could be provided for High Flood Hazard Area’s in the form of 
storage and/or stormwater treatment, and a restricted discretionary activity for earthworks.  The Crown 
noted that they would support this.  Cashmere Fields will provide a rule wording to Ms. Evans, who will 
also circulate to the Crown and Environment Canterbury.    
 
 

Session 2: Hugo Kristinsson and Dagny Emma Magnusdottir (#1698, South Brighton Residents 
Association and Empowered Christchurch) 

 
This session covered off this submitter’s submission point. 
 
Attendees: Ruth Evans, Sophie Meares, Iris Brookland, Graham Harrington, Greg Whyte and Peter 

Christensen (#2123, CCC), Wendy Saunders and Frances Lojkine (#3721, Crown), Warren 
Lewis, Andrew Tisch, Julian Odering and Ray Edwards (#3954, Cashmere Fields, #3306, 
Cashmere Park Trust), Hugo Kristinsson and Dagny Emma Magnusdottir (#1698, South 
Brighton Residents Association).  

 
The submitter stated that the Coastal Marine Act (2011) stipulates that land below the Mean High Water 
Springs is not within Council’s jurisdiction.  Council have been acting outside of this line and issuing 
building consents. They have been relying on flood protection provided under Civil Defence emergency 
legislation (Stop Banks along the Avon River), and this not providing an adequate level of protection.  
There is no budget for maintaining these.  Since the earthquakes, Christchurch has subsided.  Allowing 
people to rebuild on this land that is at risk is irresponsible of the Council, and there is no long-term plan 
to deal with this.   
 
Mr. Mills stated that this could not be addressed today, and Ms. Meares agreed this was out of scope for 
this session.  Ms. Brookland noted that Council provide the data on whether consent should be granted.  
 
The submitter stated that they would like the legal boundaries of the Christchurch City Council defined 
and shown on maps.   
 
 
- Session 3: Sarah Watson, Jamie Robinson and Jonathan Clease (#3677, College and G & J McVicar)  
 
This session covered off this submitter’s submission point.  
 
Attendees:  Ruth Evans, Sophie Meares, Iris Brookland, Graham Harrington, Greg Whyte and Peter 

Christensen (#2123, CCC), Wendy Saunders and Frances Lojkine (#3721, Crown), Sarah 
Watson, Jamie Robinson and Jonathan Clease (#3677, College and G & J McVicar).  
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Ms. Evans opened the session by noting that the mapping as suggested by submitter 3677 has been 
amended.  The Council has not yet drafted the rules package as suggested, as they are still working 
through the rules proposed by the submitter.  In the last session it was discussed that the Council will 
provide a rules package to address where earthworks are proposed to mitigate the hazard.  Overall the 
Council is comfortable with the proposal of the submitter as an outcome, bu t still need to consider the 
detail of this.  
 
Ms. Meares noted that because these rules were notified in Stage 1, the Council has to accept the decision 
text.  This is a matter of scope.  The Panel have directed that any “Out of Scope” submission would be 
heard at the hearing.  
 
Ms. Evans will provide a draft rules package to the submitters by next Tuesday 22 nd December.  Mr. Clease 
will then provide feedback to this by the week of the 11th of January 2016.  
 
 
Session 4:  High Flood Hazard Management Areas - Activity status for subdivision and new buildings  
 
Attendees: Ruth Evans, Sophie Meares, Iris Brookland, Graham Harrington, Greg Whyte, Peter 

Christensen and Alan Matheson (#2123, CCC), Wendy Saunders and Frances Lojkine 
(#3721, Crown), Eric Bird and Chris Fowler (#3656, Southern Response Earthquake 
Services Ltd), Ainsley McLeod (#3494, Transpower), David Stockman (#2056, David and 
Caroline Stockman),  Simon Brown (#3506, CCRU), Warwick Schaffer (#3350, CCRU)), 
Daniel Sullivan (#3493, CCRU), Janie and Stephen Belkin and Julie Comfort (#4003, 
#4004, #4005). 

 
Ms. Evans opened the session by noting that the maps have been smoothed, which has affected the lines  
on some properties.  The City Centre provisions have been aligned with the Stage 1 text on High Flood 
Hazard. 
 
- Chris Fowler (#3656, Southern Response Earthquake Services Ltd) 
 
Southern Response expressed their need to replace earthquake damaged buildings in the High Flood 
Hazard Area.  He provided suggested wording seeking permitted activity status for a rebuild to Ms. Evans 
last Wednesday 9th December.  Ms. Evans noted that the Council are comfortable with restricted 
discretionary, however hadn’t yet cons idered what the matters of discretion would be for this. Mr. 
Matheson of CCC stated that in principle, the Council would like to allow rebuilds, but they are still 
deciding what they need control over.  The submitter believed that there is sufficient control through the 
FMA rules to control earthworks for a rebuild.  Mr. Matheson stated that the flood management rules only 
control the floor level, whereasthe High Flood Hazard Area controls the effects of the velocities of 
flooding, and earthworks.  Mr. Fowler questioned the difference between earthworks generally, and for a 
rebuild, and why should earthworks for a rebuild be controlled but not elsewhere?  Ms. Evans will work 
with Mr. Fowler on drafting matters of discretion.  
 
- Ainsley McLeod (#3494, Transpower) 
 
Transpower suggested that they work with Ms. Evans to draft a rule around protecting critical 
infrastructure. The Crown have the same concern about this, particularly in relation to protecting NZTA’s 
State Highways.  Mr. Matheson questioned why this is a concern for NZTA as they can operate under 
designations.  Ms. Evans has been working on this with Sarah Jenkin, the Utilities Chapter leader.  Ms. 
Evans to work with Ms. McLeod on drafting this provision.  
 
- Mr. and Mrs. Belkin (#4003,#4004, #4005) 
 
Mr. and Mrs. Belkin own three properties; 98 and 100 Hunter Terrace, and 34 Sloane Terrace, all of which 
are within the High Flood Hazard Area.   
 
Ms. Brookland checked 34 Sloane Terrace, and since the smoothing of the lines, this has been removed 
from the area. 
 
98 Hunter Terrace was a residential property, but the building was removed in 2001. The  submitter would 
like to rebuild on this property in the future, and would therefore like this to be a restricted discretionary 
activity to allow for this, which would be in line with the general FMA rules.  Ms. Brookland checked this 
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property and stated that it is subject to significant flooding (1.08m deep flooding in the highest part of the 
property).  Ms. Evans stated that the policy to “avoid” development in these areas have come from the 
strong policy direction from the Regional Policy Statement, and therefore the Council must show this on 
maps.  The Hearings Panel have already decided on the Objectives and Policies for the Natural Hazards 
section, and the Council have to implement this.  
 
The same rules apply to 100 Hunter Terrace.  They would like to be able to rebuild on the site, and 
improve the building (make it larger).  
 
Ms. Evans and the Council are unable to decide on a restricted discretionary activity status today.  
However, Ms. Evans will consider this in the preparation of the next proposal.  
 
- Mr. Schaffer, Mr. Brown, and Mr. Sullivan (CCRU, #3506, #3350, #3493) 
 
CCRU believes that you should be able to build in these areas with appropriate mitigation.  
They believe thatthe High Flood Hazard Management Area should be removed from this fast -tracked 
process as the coastal provisions were, due to the 1m sea level rise  shown, as there are social and 
economic consequences for doing this.    Ms. Evans stated that the 1m sea level rise has been already 
been accepted by the panel.   
 
The submitter stated that building should be a controlled or discretionary activity.  They believe that there 
is a better system to encourage development through a set of rules , rather than to avoid building 
altogether.  This would give people the chance to provide mitigation on their individual sites.  The 
submitter asked how they can challenge the decisions that have been made by the panel, as he felt that 
the Community was not aware of this process.  
 
This is a matter the submitters can take to the panel, for them to decide.  
 
- David Stockman (#3433) 
 
Mr. Stockman owns a property on the northern part of the Cashmere Stream.  The proposed maps have 
shown a large increase in the flooding on the site. He does not believe that his property will flood,  as a 
third of it is on the side of a hill, and he believes that the tidal effects stop at Beckanham.  
 
Ms. Brookland checked the property on the updated plans.  She stated that the smoothing process has 
removed the extent of this.  Now there is an average of 180mm lower than originally modelled. Ms. Evans 
is to send a copy of the map to the submitter. 
 
- Denis Harwood (#3426 NZ Cashflow Control, #3507 Linwood Investments Ltd, #3465 Denis Lawrence 

Harwood, #3412 Westminster Trustee Services Ltd, #3502 Lindwood 2000 Ltd, #3441 Josephine 
Lohrey) 

 
Denis owns a property at 217 Rocking Horse Road and he is at the mediation of behalf of others who own 
properties on Rocking Horse Road.  They were given the lawful right to build on the site through an 
Environment Court Case. The submitters object to the non-complying activity status for new buildings.  
They beleive that there is current evidence from scientists that confirm the risk is less. Ms. Evans is 
maintaining her stance on the non-complying status today, and will consider looking at the site 
specifically.  
 
- Wendy Saunders and Frances Lojkine (#3721, Crown) 
 
The Crown queried the need for the non-complying activity status for the change of use on a site.  Ms. 
Evans said currently they are only saying no new buildings, not activity.  Ms. Evans will discuss this with 
the Crown before drafting her evidence.  
 
 
Session 5:  High Flood Hazard Management Areas – Site Specific amendments sought 
 
Attendees: Ruth Evans, Sophie Meares, Iris Brookland, Graham Harrington and Greg Whyte (#2123, 

CCC), Wendy Saunders and Frances Lojkine (#3721, Crown), Tony Hughes-Johnson and 
Michael Case (#3280, Gavin, Margaret and Michael Case), Trudi Burney (#3706, 
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Enterprise Homes Ltd), Pru Steven (#3649, Staunton Investments Ltd), James and Mary 
Koh, and Kim Seaton (#3990, Koh Holdings Ltd), Annabelle McKenzie (#3659).  

 
 
 
- Trudi Burney (#3706, Enterprise Homes Ltd) 
 
Enterprise Homes Ltd had requested to have the Hazard line removed from 18 Kingsbridge Drive 
completely as there is a resource consent for this site to build a house. 
 
All other sites of concern have had the hazard lines removed from them since the smoothing process.   Ms. 
Brookland will check on this site and get back to Ms. Burney.  
 
- Tony Hughes-Johnson (#3280, Case Family) 
 
The Case Family requested to have the hazard lines smoothed, and as a result, removed from the 
property.  Martin Sinclair and Graham Harrington will discuss this and agree whether the lines should be 
removed prior to the hearing. 
 
- Pru Steven (#3649, Staunton Investments Ltd) 
 
Staunton Investments Ltd was requesting to have the hazard lines from the properties of 56B Broad Street 
and 30 Jubilee Street removed.  Ms. Brookland had checked these properties on the smoothed maps, and 
both do not have lines on them now. 
Ms. Evans will send a screen shot of these properties to Ms. Steven. 
 
- Kim Seaton (#3990, Koh Holdings Ltd) 
  
Mr. and Mrs. Koh own the property at 11 Willow Creek Lane.  They are concerned about the high flood 
hazard areas not allowing for the provision of a driveway.  They would like to build a stable foundation for 
a driveway with no significant fill.  Ms. Evans noted that the Council is aware of this issue.  There is an 
FMA earthworks control, but this shouldn’t be relied on.  Ms. Evans agrees with the su bmitters request in 
principle.  She would rather have a permitted activity for a vehicle access provided it was not greater than 
200mm. Ms. Evans will consider this further and come back to Ms. Seaton on this. 
 
- Annabelle McKenzie (#3659) 
 
Ms. McKenzie owns an old house at 47 Kotare St.  She believes it would not be subject to flooding due to 
site specific factors including the height of the building.  Ms. Brookland will investigate the site by looking 
at the data, and will visit the site if necessary.  She will phone Ms. McKenzie and let her know if the 
hazard lines will be removed from her property or not.  
 
 
Session 6:  Floor Level and Fill Management Areas 
 
Attendees:  Ruth Evans, Sophie Meares, Iris Brookland and Graham Harrington (#21 23, CCC), Wendy 

Saunders and Viv Smith (#3721, Crown), Anne Dingwall (#3663), Bob and Helen 
Broughton (#3391 and #3384, Diane Lutton), Eric Bird and Chris Fowler (#3656, Southern 
Response Earthquake Services Ltd), and Pauline McGuigan (#3387).  

 
- Chris Fowler (#3656, Southern Response Earthquake Services Ltd)  
 
Southern response submitted to have the exemption from the FMA rules for projects where a PIM has 
been received by the Council before the rule became operative, extended to include those which have 
lodged a building consent.  Some developers don’t get PIM’s anymore; instead they lodge a building 
consent and get a Development report.  This will avoid re-design, for those who are already through the 
design process.  The wording should be changed to say “receive an application for a PIM or a Building 
Consent.”   They also request that where buildings are within the FMA (stage 3), to be treated the same as 
FMA (stage 1) in terms of this clause. 
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In principle Ms. Evans supports this.  It will just be a mechanical issue of getting this into the decided 
Stage 1 text.  She will advice the panel to change the text, this could be done as an appendix to the panel.  
The rule would refer back to the mapping that only has Stage 3 FMA’s on it.  
 
Ms. Evans to re-draft and discuss this with Nathan O’Connell, resource consents team leader, and Alan 
Matheson.  
 
- Anne Dingwall (#3663) 
 
Ms. Dingwall’s submission relates to the rule in the plan regulating fence heights, and how ground levels 
are measured.  She believes that the rules applying to the Stage 3 areas shouldn’t be different to Stage 1.  
She believes that you shouldn’t need consent from the neighbour to reinstate your previous position of 
privacy.  There is a similar exemption for daylight recession planes.  Ms. Evans agrees in principle, 
however, is unable to change the Stage 1 text, and can only recommend to the panel to do so.  Ms. Evans 
will send her proposal to Ms. Dingwall to get agreement before she files her evidence.  Ms. Dingwall will 
attend hearing.   
 
- Bob and Helen Broughton (#3391) 
 
Mr. and Mrs. Broughton own the property at 25 Rata Street, and are also representing their neighbour at 
27 Rata Street (#3384).  Mr. and Mrs. Broughton are of the understanding that both of these properties 
have FMA partially over it.  Ms. Evans and Ms. Brookland provided an updated smoothed map which 
shows that the flood area has now been removed from both of these properties.  
 
- Pauline McGuigan (#3387) 
 
Mrs McGuigan’s submission was requesting that the flood lines are removed from the property at 26 
Lower Styx Road.  Ms. Brookland has removed the lines completely from this site since the smoothing, and 
this is in her evidence.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 

John Mills 

Environment Commissioner - Mediator 

18 December 2015 

 


